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Cost Planning Post-Contract Experience

Ross’ expertise includes:

Tender Analysis

He has over 5 years in the construction industry in consultancy roles,
working on projects from inception through to completion. He has
provided quantity surveying services in both private and public sectors
across leisure, hospitality, commercial, retail, and health – mostly in
central London. He is currently working towards completing a MSc in
Construction Law and Dispute Resolution and his APC (RICS).
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Ross has recently joined our team in London



Ross
comments:

Base Quantum’s focus on nurturing talent by giving
employees the platform to attain their career goals was a
key attracting factor for me. The company’s growing
influence in the industry is a testament to the high level of
service it provides to its clients and generates from its
employees. I look forward to becoming an integral member
of the team, applying the experience I have as a traditional
quantity surveyor whilst expanding my skillset through the
variety of work Base offers.
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Contract Management

Mikey’s expertise include:

Quantity Measurement & 
Take off Analysis

Mikey has recently joined our team in London

Quantity Surveyor

Mikey Heppell

Assistant
Quantity Surveyor

HNC – starting 2021

He has 3 years’ experience in pre-construction services, pricing and
winning work. He has worked primarily in interiors with additional
experience in the education sector and has also worked for Wework on
fast-paced fitout projects for flexible-working office space. He intends to
begin a HNC in Quantity Surveying at the University of Greenwich in 2021.

Pre-Construction 
Management

Interior Fit Outs



Mikey
comments:

I became familiar with Base after communicating with
Duncan on LinkedIn. After researching the company, I was
impressed with its drive towards growth, particularly
through the Covid-19 pandemic, and wanted to be part of
the team. The company’s dedication to the development
of its staff was another draw and became evident
through the offer to sponsor my journey in becoming a
qualified quantity surveyor; I am excited to be given that
chance.
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